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Untangling Common Issues in OFAC’s
Revised 50 Percent Rule
By F. Amanda DeBusk & Tyler Grove *
One of the greatest sanctions compliance challenges
Arkady Rotenberg, transferred holdings worth hundreds of
for companies is implementation of the Office of Foreign
millions of dollars to family members to avoid Western sancAssets Control’s (OFAC) 50 Percent Rule, which the agency
tions and allow them to raise cash by selling off shares.
revised and expanded in August 2014. Under the Revised
One effect of the rule is that when ownership interest
Guidance, due diligence into customers’ ownership chain is
is unknown, U.S. parties must make difficult decisions on how
even more critical to ensure commuch time and effort to spend on
pliance (see The Export Practitioner,
due diligence, when to walk away,
When ownership interest is
September 2014, page 12).
and when to move forward in the
Under the 50 Percent Rule,
absence of full information.
unknown, U.S. parties must
any entity owned 50 percent or
Even when a U.S. person has
more, directly or indirectly, by one
the benefit of detailed information
make difficult decisions
or more persons subject to blockon the ownership interests of a
ing sanctions (e.g., blocked pursuforeign party to a transaction, the
ant to an Executive Order or listed on OFAC’s Specially Desigapplication of the 50 Percent Rule can be far from straightnated Nationals (SDN) list) is itself considered blocked.
forward. This article highlights several common issues in the
In cases where two parties each own 50 percent of an
application of the rule through illustrative factual scenarios.
entity, such as a joint venture, and one party is blocked, the
entity will be considered blocked even though a non-blocked
Rule Applies to Aggregate Ownership
party holds the other half. Thus, a U.S. person may not proby Blocked Persons
cure goods, services, or technology from such an entity, nor
engage in transactions with such an entity, even though that
As discussed above, the key change in the Revised
entity may not itself be explicitly designated as a blocked
Guidance is that the 50 Percent Rule now applies to the agparty.
gregate ownership of blocked parties. Thus, if the total ownThe Revised Guidance expanded the scope of the 50
ership of an entity by blocked parties is 50 percent or more,
Percent Rule. Previously, the 50 Percent Rule acted to block
then the entity is also considered blocked, even if none of the
only entities owned 50 percent or more by a single blocked
blocked parties individually owns 50 percent of the entity.
party. Now, the 50 Percent Rule applies to the aggregate
To illustrate this difference, consider a situation where
ownership of all blocked parties (that is, where two or more
a U.S. person (Seller 1), seeks to export to a foreign company
blocked parties’ combined interests are 50 percent or more,
(Company A). Company A is owned in equal parts by three
the rule will be triggered, even if no individual blocked party
persons listed on the SDN list, so that each blocked person
owns more than 50 percent).
owns 33.33 percent of the company. Company A is not itself
Sophisticated foreign companies targeted under U.S.
listed as a blocked party.
blocking sanctions frequently manipulate their complex
Under the prior 50 Percent Rule, Company A would
ownership structures to avoid U.S. sanctions. In February
not be considered blocked because the ownership inter2015, for example, The Economist published a report detailest of any given blocked party does not exceed 50 percent
ing how Bank Rossiya, a major Russian bank designated as
(i.e., each blocked party owns only 33.33 percent). However,
an SDN, made strategic divestments in an insurance subsidunder the Revised Guidance, Company A would be blocked
iary to avoid triggering the 50 Percent Rule.
because the aggregate ownership interests of the blocked
Sanctioned individuals may also transfer ownership
parties exceeds 50 percent (i.e., the aggregate interest of the
interests to avoid sanctions. In July 2015, for example, Inblocked parties is 100 percent).
ternational Business Times published an article describing
how certain sanctioned Russian oligarchs, such as Boris and
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Rule Applies to Ownership,
Not Control or Influence

blocked person. Thus, a blocked person could not, for example, negotiate a transaction with a U.S. person on behalf of a
non-blocked company. Even indirect dealings with blocked
persons – such as signatures on contracts – are prohibited.
The Revised Guidance also clarifies that the 50 PerThe rule would also not automatically block transaccent Rule applies only to the ownership interests of blocked
tions with entities owned by the family members of blocked
persons in property, and not to property controlled but not
persons. Assume in the above scenario that Company B is
owned 50 percent or more by blocked persons. Thus, even
also 15 percent owned by Person 1’s son (Person 2). Unlike
when a blocked person may exercise control over an entity
Person 1, Person 2 is not a blocked party.
through means other than an ownership interest, the entity
Assume also that Person 1 has been grooming
is not automatically blocked under the rule.
Person 2 to be his business successor, and Person 2 almost
As an example, assume a situation where a foreign naalways follows Person 1’s advice and guidance in business
tional (Person 1) is a blocked party listed on OFAC’s SDN list.
matters. Even though Person 1 has influence over
Person 1 also owns 40 percent of a company (Company B),
Person 2, and even though
and serves as Chairman of the
their combined interests in
Board of Directors for Company
Company B total 55 percent,
B. None of Company B’s other
The 50 Percent Rule now applies
the 50 Percent Rule would
owners are blocked parties.
to
the
aggregate
ownership
of
not apply under these facts
Through due diligence, you
because only Person 1 is a
learn that all of Company B’s ofblocked parties.
blocked party.
ficers serve at the pleasure of
The fact that, through
the Board of Directors, and that
his influence over Person 2, Person 1 effectively controls
a majority of Company B’s directors are close friends of Perover 50 percent of Company B does not trigger the rule.
son 1. Person 1 dominates the company and every major
However, exporters should perform careful due diligence
decision must be made with his blessing.
in such situations to ensure that relatives of a blocked
The 50 Percent Rule would not apply under these facts
party did not make a straw purchase of an interest in the
because the aggregate ownership of blocked parties is only
company on behalf of the blocked party in an effort to
40 percent. OFAC clarified the application of the 50 Percent
circumvent the rule.
Rule in such situations in Frequently Asked Question (FAQ)
398, which states that “[a]n entity that is controlled (but not
owned 50 percent or more) by one or more blocked persons
is not considered automatically blocked pursuant to OFAC’s
50 Percent Rule.” Even though Company B is dominated by
Person 1, who is a blocked party, the 50 Percent Rule would
not apply because the ownership interest of blocked parties
is less than 50 percent.
However, U.S. persons should be extremely cautious
in transacting with non-blocked entities under the control
of a blocked person by means other than a majority ownership interest. The Revised Guidance warns that, although
not blocked under the 50 Percent Rule, these entities could
become the subject of future designations or enforcement
actions. While the mere employment of blocked persons –
even in influential positions, such as Chief Executive Officer
– would not itself trigger the rule, it may be considered a red
flag that could justify heightened due diligence.
Further, even if the 50 Percent Rule would not apply
to block an entity dominated by a blocked person, exporters should take care that no direct contact is made with the

Rule Applies to Any Property Interests
The Revised Guidance broadly defines “property interest” to “include interests of any nature whatsoever, direct or
indirect,” including “any property or interest in property, tangible or intangible, including present, future or contingent
interests.” The effect of this broad definition is that even a
blocked party’s future interests in property could trigger the
50 Percent Rule.
To illustrate, assume that a blocked party (Person
3) owns 25 percent of a company (Company C). No other
blocked parties own Company C. Person 3 is also an officer of Company C, and as part of his compensation, receives
stock options that are redeemable in 10 years. If redeemed,
the stock options would give Person 3 a 50 percent interest
in Company C. Under this scenario, Person 3 has a present
property interest in Company C of 25 percent, and a future
property interest of 25 percent, which together would trigger
the 50 Percent Rule.
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Rule Applies to Indirect Ownership

the 50 Percent Rule. Similarly, because Person 8 and Company H combined own 50 percent of Company G, Company
G is considered blocked under the rule. Effectively, Person
8’s direct interest and indirect interest (through Company H)
in Company G combine to trigger the rule.

One of the trickiest parts of applying the 50 Percent
Rule is determining whether blocked parties indirectly own
an entity. It is not enough to merely look to whether the
owners of an entity are blocked parties; exporters must also
Ownership Changes by Blocked Parties Affect
look up the ownership chain to determine whether the 50
How Rule is Applied
Percent Rule flows down to any of the entity’s direct owners.
To illustrate this, consider a situation where a comAnother tricky application of the 50 Percent Rule is
pany (Company D) is 25 percent owned by a blocked person
when the ownership interests of blocked parties change.
(Person 4) and is 25 percent owned by a holding company
This can happen in two ways. Either a blocked party can di(Company E). Company E is not listed on the SDN list or
vest its interest in a non-blocked entity such that the entity is
blocked pursuant to an Executive Order. Company E is 25
no longer owned 50 percent
percent owned by a blocked
or more by blocked parties,
person (Person 5) and 25
or OFAC can remove one or
percent owned by another
One of the trickiest parts is
more blocked parties from
holding company (Company
determining
whether
blocked
parties
the SDN list such that the agF). Company F is not listed on
gregate ownership interests
the SDN list or blocked purindirectly own an entity
of blocked parties is less than
suant to an Executive Order.
50 percent.
Company F has two owners
Either way can affect how goods sold by a party subthat are blocked parties that each own 25 percent (“Person
ject to the 50 Percent Rule may be handled after the transac6” and “Person 7”).
tion. To illustrate the first way, consider a situation where a
Under this scenario, the 50 Percent Rule would be
U.S. person (Person 9) imported goods from a foreign comtriggered. Because Person 6 and Person 7 are blocked perpany (Company I). Although Company I is not itself a blocked
sons and together own 50 percent of Company F, Company
party, after the goods arrive in the U.S., Person 9 discovers
F would also be considered blocked under the rule. Simithat Company I was owned 50 percent by a blocked party
larly, because Company E is 25 percent owned by Person 5,
on the SDN list (Person 10) at the time of the transaction.
a blocked person, and 25 percent owned by Company F, a
No other blocked parties were owners of Company I at that
blocked entity pursuant to the 50 Percent Rule, Company E is
time. Since the transaction, however, Person 10 has sold 10
also considered blocked pursuant to the rule.
percent of Company I, so that Company I is currently only
Finally, Company D is 25 percent owned by Person
owned 40 percent by blocked parties.
4, a blocked party, and 25 percent owned by Company E, a
Under this scenario, Person 9 may not transfer or
blocked entity pursuant to the 50 Percent Rule, so Compare-sell the goods. As explained in FAQ 402, OFAC does not
ny D is also considered blocked pursuant to the rule. Even
recognize the unlicensed transfer of goods, and Person 10
though no blocked person individually holds more than a 25
(through Company I) would continue to maintain an interest
percent stake in any company, the blocking sanctions “flow”
in the goods. The goods would therefore remain blocked
down the ownership chain to ultimately block Company D.
until OFAC authorizes the transfer of the property or OFAC
Indirect ownership interests are also aggregated
removes Person 10 from the SDN list.
with direct ownership interests for purposes of calculating
To illustrate a second way, consider the same situawhether the 50 Percent Rule applies. For example, assume
tion, except assume instead that Person 10 was removed
that a foreign person on the SDN list (Person 8) owns 25 perfrom the SDN list after the initial transaction and Person 10
cent of a company (Company G). Company G is not listed
did not divest 10 percent of Company I. In contrast to the
on the SDN list or blocked pursuant to an Executive Order.
scenario above, here Person 9 would be able to transfer the
Company G is also 25 percent owned by a holding company
goods.
(Company H). Company H is 50 percent owned by Person 8.
Although the initial transaction was unlicensed, and
Company H is not listed on the SDN list or blocked pursuant
Person
10 therefore continues to maintain an interest in the
to an Executive Order.
goods
(through
Company I), because Person 10 is no longer
The 50 Percent Rule would also apply under these
a blocked party, the blocking sanctions no longer flow down
facts. Because Person 8, a blocked party, owns 50 percent
to the goods. The goods may therefore be transferred. Note
of Company H, Company H is also considered blocked under
6
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that, notwithstanding the fact that the goods are unblocked,
under either situation, Person 9 could be held accountable
for non-compliance if the initial transaction occurred within
the statute of limitations.

Rule Applies to Entities on Sectoral Sanctions
Identification List
Finally, OFAC’s FAQs also clarify that the 50 Percent
Rule applies to entities on the Sectoral Sanctions Identifications (SSI) list. Thus, as with blocking sanctions, entities
owned 50 percent or more by entities on the SSI list will
themselves be considered subject to sectoral sanctions.
For example, assume that two entities listed on the SSI
list (“Company J” and “Company K”) each own 25 percent of a
company not listed on the SSI list (Company L). Because the
aggregate ownership interests of Company J and Company K
are 50 percent, the sectoral sanctions applicable to Company
J and Company K would also be applicable to Company L.
However, the ownership interests of blocked parties
do not mix with the ownership interests of parties on the SSI
list for purposes of determining whether the 50 Percent Rule
applies. For example, assume a foreign company (Company
M) is 25 percent owned by a person on the SDN list (Person
11) and 25 percent owned by an entity on the SSI list (Company N). No other blocked parties or parties subject to sectoral
sanctions are owners of Company M.

Although Person 11 and Company N’s combined interests in Company M are 50 percent, Person 11 is subject
to blocking sanctions while Company N is subject to sectoral
sanctions. Therefore, neither blocking sanctions nor sectoral
sanctions would flow down to Company M.

Conclusion
Calculating the aggregate ownership interests of
blocked parties to determine if the 50 Percent Rule applies
can be a complex undertaking. Penalties for noncompliance
under OFAC’s Economic Sanctions Enforcement Guidelines
can range from $1,000 to $250,000 per violation, making a
misunderstanding of the rule a potentially costly mistake. By
understanding in advance the common pitfalls of the rule,
and situations in which they arise, U.S. exporters can avoid
such penalties for noncompliance.
__________________________
* F. Amanda DeBusk is a partner at Hughes Hubbard &
Reed LLP in Washington, D.C. and the chair of the firm’s International Trade Department. She can be reached at 202.721.4790
or at amanda.debusk@hugheshubbard.com. Tyler Grove is an
associate in the International Trade Department of Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP. He can be reached at 202.721.4625 or at tyler.
grove@hugheshubbard.com.
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